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MPBN celebrates 25th
year with new projects,
increased membership
by Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
Carl Sagan taught people about the
Cosmos. Doctor Who traseied to distant
lands. And National Geographic stirred
the explorer in all people.
The vehicle of these educational
milestones is 25 years old this year. In
1989, the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network is celebrating its silver anniver-
sary. At the beginning of its 25th year,
MPBN is attempting to connect the
UMaine System campuses with Maine
communities for the first !ime in New
England.
MPBN has five radio and four televi-
sin affiliates that reach households
throughout Maine and the Canadian
--- Maritimes of Nova Scotia and Nev
Brunswick.
The network is licensed by the
UMaine board of trustees andii-Fargy
Edward E. Winchester
Geaeral Manager, MPBN
.1-
-
funded by the office of the chancellor,
Robert Woodbury.
"Forty-four percent of MPBN's
budget is on a separate line of the
university system budget," said Mary
Lou Colbath. public relations officer at
MPBN-Bangor She said the remaining
budget came from the federal govern-
ment and membership donations.
In 1989, MPBN had 24,000 members.
Forty percent of the members_ were
Canadian.
MPBN officials say the network has
cause to celebrate. Membership is up,
the largest advertising campaign in years
is about to flourish this March, and
moreover, new projects, inspired by the
university, may "spark" new
technologies throughout New England,
according to an MPBN station manager .
MPBN in coalition with UMaine, is
now working on a fiber optics-
telecommunications project that will —
link the seven universities of the UMaine
System.
The project is expected to cost more.
than S.5.5 million";The system would
allow people-it:pure and hear each other
through video and audio monitors,"
project engineers said.
The Instructive Television Fixed Ser-
vices (ITFS) was devised as a quasi-
closed circuit educational tool to be
simultaneously broadcast to sites
throughout the state. This includes the
UMaine System campuses. But the pro-
ject is still in the planning stages, of-
ficials said.
Fifty-two transmitters should be
operational by September .1989.
The engineers working on the pro jet
were tontriscied to work for MPBN-
through UMaine.
Edward E. Winchester, General
Manager of MPBN and coordinator of
the ITPS project, said professors from
Augusta would be able to offer classes
that would be broadcast to Orono and
seen by interested students and faculty,
(see MPBN page 4)
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144 feared dead
in plane crash
LISBON, Portugal (AP) — -A U.S.
charter jet carrying Italian vacationers
to the CarribiiiiiShcd into a moun-
tain lathe Azores while trying to land
in fog on Wednesday. All 144 people on
board were feared killed.
The Boeing 707, with a sesen-member
.N4knierican crew, was approaching San-
ta Maria airport on the Atlantic island
hain when it hit 1,794-foot Pico Alto
and burst into flames, said Afonso
Pimentel. a reporter in the Azores for
Portugal's LUSA news agency.
" The plane was very low, everything
seemed perfectly normal, then it turned
and flew straight into the mountain,"
said witness Manuel Vairos Nutted°,
the mayor of the fishing village of San-
ta Barbara near the
"There was a tremendous explosion.
The plane burst into flames and trees
around it caught fire. Nobody could
possibly have survived," Vairos
Figueredo said in a telephone interview
with The Associated Press.
LUSA reported more than 50 bodies
had been recovered by nightfall. Heavy
fog and difficult access to the crash site
hampered rescue workers.
The jet belonged to the U.S. airline
Independent Air Corp., based in Smyr-
na, Tenn., which said it was bound from
Bergamo, Italy, to the Dominican
Republic and then to Jamaica. It had
been chartered by the Dominican firm
•
Dominair by a consortium of six Italian
travel agencies.
Portuguese TV said an anonymous 
caller to the newsroom claimed respon-
sibility for the crash on behalf of an
organization called the Brigads Ter-
rorists International (International Ter-
rorist Brigade).
Police said they knew of no group by
_that name and suspected the claim was
a hoax.
Witnesses said jetliner's wreckage still
burned on Pico Alto five hours after the
crash.
LUSA aid tbst first alarm of the crash
was given by a resident of Santa
Barbara.
The pilot radioed Santa Maria Air-
port control tower three minutes before
the crash but did not report anything
wrong, LUSA quoted an unidentified
cisil aviation official as saying.
The agency said the control tower
then tried repeatedly to contact the plane
without success.
Earlier unconfirmed reports said the
pilot had requested a runway be cleared
for an emergency landing.
The jet was sched Wed to make a
refueling stop in the Azores, a chain of
islands west of Portugal. Santa Maria
is about 750 miles west of Portugal.
The U.S. Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration reported fog in the area
with visibility of five miles below 500
feet and scattered clouds at 500 feet. _
`Condomgrarns' to be sold
 
 
to promote afe sex 
- by Kristen Williams
Staff Writer
Delta Delta  Dearsorority. with the
help .of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, traitional delivery of carnation
will be selling condomgrams in an ef-
fort to promote safe sex during Na-
tional Condom Week, Feb. 12-18.
"Tri Delta is not supporting sex.
It is our effort to promote the impoir-; -
tance of responsible sexual
behavior," said Kristine Kunz, Tri
Delta project coordinator.
Kunz said the proceeds of the corn-
domgram fund-raiser will go to the
Eastern Maine AIDS Network. --.. __using a condom and practicing safe
Ruth Lockhart, health cducatot at sex has become more accepted.
•Cutler Health Center, said She Net- With the threat of AIDS today,
work is a community organization "There just has to be the use of con-
based in Bangor that delivers support doms." he said. "There are no
services to people with AIDS.
She said the organization ensures
that AIDS patients get proper
medical attention and that their
families are well-cared for.
"The money we get for selling the
condomgrams is for a good cause.
AIDS is a scary thing and college
students should be aware of it,"
Kunz said.
The condomgram, much like the
be distributed on campus and to
fraternities on College Avenue on
Tuesday.
"It's a condom with a message,"
Kur.z said, "and people can send
them to friends, boyfriends,
girlfriends, etc."
Delta Tau Delta coordinator Eric
Sanborn said he believes the fund-
raiser will make students aware that
other alternatives."
included in the SI package will be
information on sexually transmitted
diseases, AIDS, a condom and a per-
sonal message from the sender.
(see CONDOM psse 4)
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a play by Wallace Shawn
de,
February 8-11 at 8 pm
Pavilion Theatre
A Maine Masque Production
SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY 
Rush
Dinner
with
Phi Mu
All are welcome to
meet The Brothers
and enjoy a chef
prepared meal
JAMES DEAN ZN CLASS OF '57 UCLA
Thursday
February 9
at 5:00 p.m.
Located behind
Dunn Hall
News Briefs
AIDS may become permanent threat
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
AIDS virus may become a permanent
pan of the American scene, a report
said Wednesday, unless those most at
risk change their sexual activities and
drug habits. To do that, they study
called for a massive survey of the
*most intimate details of life in the
United States.
The report by the National
Research Council called for AIDS
blood tests from key elements of the
population, including newborns and
women seeking abortions, improved
sex education techniques among the
young, "safe injection" educatioa
for drug users andillere frank com-
munication about AIDS cm television
networks.
Most importantly, though, the
study said that without more
knowledge about the activities of
homosexuals, prostitutes, drug users
— 
and even ordinary aims — other
efforts stand little chance of success.
"Our committee believes that the
public health threat ty-m-ed by AIDS
is so great that we must find ways to
overcome social arid cultural taboos
that stand in the way of improved
AIDS prevention, and we must do so
quickly," Lincoln E. Moses, a
Stanford University professor who
chaired the NRC committee, said at
a Dews confereace.
_ .
Bush denies NBC report
• WASHINGTON (AP) — Pr-
dent Bush and a Pentagon oft—tc
Wednesday denied an plans to send
U.S. troops to destroy South
American drug laboratoncs, but
Bush said, he Wouldn't rule it out in
the future.
Asked about an NBC news report
that such an effort was being
prepared, Bush said, "Nobody's
discussed that with me," and add-
ed that he is "very wary of commit-
ting U.S. troops overseas."
He said he would never take such
action "until l'se given it a lot of
thought."
Bush added. "There could be
times. working cooperatisely .with
leaders in the hemisphere, that
American assistance woWd be sought
and American assistance would be.
granted in wiping out insidious fac-
tories that send poison in to poison
our kids ... so you don't rule
something out. "
NBC reported Tuesday that the ad-
ministration was preparing a major
drug interdiction plan that would put
"seseral hundred" Special Opera-
tions commandos-into several South
American nations.
Patten Corp. lo-buidlacklanct
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) -- The
Patten Corp., settling consumer-
fraud complaints in Manic and four
other Northeastern states. agreed
Wednesday to buy back land from
customers who can prove they were
misled in purchases dating back to
1982.
The settlements, which Patten said
affect owners of 9.300 lots in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts and New York, re-
quire the controversial land retailer
to buy back unimprosed lots from
customers who can prove Patten --
misrepresented or failed to disclose
important facts about the property.
The Vermont-based company,
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which operates in 23 states, also
agreed to partially reimburse
customers who have improved their
land and can show they were furccd 
to pay unreasonably high prices for
items such as -roads, sewage systems 4 _
or utility scrs ice as a result of
misrepresentations by Patten.__
Also, the settlement imposes
.special restrictions on Pawn's future
sales, including a seven-day-"cooling-
off. period in which customers may
back out of signed sales agreements.
and requircaPatten to pay each of the 
—states $100,000-to offset the oasts of
investigations that 'led to the
agreement.
Tower investigation continues
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators
said Wednesday a first vote on John
Tower's nomination as defense
secretary will be delayed nearly two
\weeks while the FBI reviews allega-
Boris abisut his finances and drinking.
President Bush stood by Tower and
denounced "rumor and frenzied
speculation."
"There are new allegations of a
financial nature which are now being
checked in the Tower nomination,"
said Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., the
Armed Services Committee chair-
man. He told reporters he could not
vote to cOnfirm Tower tot0 the Welt
.charges Wet checked, sod tudd_he
had told Bush that.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said
new allegations linked Tower to the
Pentagon ptomaines investigation,
which has involved payments by
defense contractors for classified in-
formation regarding lucrative
military contracts.
"It has to do wiih this procure-
ment scandal, the 'III Wind'
thing," said McCain, using the
Justice Department name for the
investigation
•
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Black writes of Vietnam
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
"What's a nice guy like me doing in
a Place like Vietnam?"
Former Time Magazine correspon-
dent Wallace Terry asked this question
man audience Tuesday evening when he
recounted a different viewpoint of the
Vietnam War in a lecture and a slide
presentation at Hauck Auditorium.
Terry is the author of the national
best seller Bloods: An Oral History of
the Vietnam War by Black Veterans,
which tells black soldiers' view of the
war.
"Bloods was not written over-
night," he said. "It took 17 years."
Terry said after taking two years to
write the book, no one who wanted to
publish it.
"Rejection followed rejection," he
said. "No one wants to hear about Viet-
nam and especially black men in Viet-
But Terry offered three reasons why
he kept persisting.
"I became aware black soldier; w-ere
carrying extra burdens and I didn't want
(the black soldiers) to be forgotten as
they had in the past," he said.
He also discovered that these soldiers
were the victims of discrimination. He
said there were instances where they
weren't getting promoted as quickly as
whites and were not receiving the medals
they should.
Terry was sent to Vietnam by Tinsel°
cover the racial and discriminatory pro-
blems of the black soldiers.
When he got :here, he found black!
commanding battalions and flying
bombers.
"Blacks were everywhere," he said.
After 'iaterviewing many black
soldiers, Terry chose to focus on just.
one soldier and make it a cover story.
That soldier was Clyde Brown, who was
:tba---commandei of lus _all-white
batallion.
A cross was burned in front of
Brown's tent by soldiers who were
jealous of the attention he was given,
Terry said.
There were "Americans against
Americans in a double battleground,"
he said.
The Vietnamese were scared of the
black soldiers at first, recounted Terry.
"Communists first said if you got too
close to black soldiers, they would suck
your blood," he said. "That's the
first time I've heard a black person
referred to as a vampire."
The Vietnamese then thought the
black soldiers had tails, but they soon
became their friends.
"The black soldiers realized our coun-
try was divided as the war." he said. "h
was jai one more esintnie OtTallier
man Idling a yellow man for the benefit
of a white rr.an."
Terry said the average age of a soldier
in Vietnam Was 19 years old.
"For what are we killing such young
people, such young children?" he ask-
ed. "Many of them told me they never
experienced sex before they were sent to
Vietnam."
Although he loves to watch old war
movies, Terry noted there are hardly
ever any black soldiers in them.
"Patton- is his favorite movie, but
he said the only black character in the
whole film is the general's valet.
"They show that the white soldiers
are invincible and the black soldiergMt-
invisible, " he said.
WsNace Terry, author ofBLOODS: An
Oral History of the Vietnam War by
Black Veterans. (Random House;
August 30, 1984; S17.95).
In the slide presentation, Terry in-
cluded a tape with the voices of five
black veterans as they remembered cer-
tain incidents of the war.
"I think of Vietnam every day,"
said one veteran.
Another veteran said his commanding
afficers would not hesitate to call him
"tar baby— and would sometimes use
the magic "N" word.
Another veteran said when he return-
ed home, he had to recreate the sleep-
ing place he had in Vietnam because he
couldn't sleep in a bed.
Terry's slides were filled with the hor-
rors of injured Vietnamese and
American soldiers in combat and the
__11Cenery in Vietnam.
(see TERRY page 12)
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EARN YOUR
WINGS
1P.
To qualify for Warrant Officer
Flight Training, you'll need a
high school-diploma, and pref-
erably two wars ;4 college.
Then -7-ou corrck.'zit .atrtny
Basic Training before going to
flight school. When you've
completed flight framing, you
could have the wings of an
Army aviator_
To find out more about
Warrant Officer Right Train-
ing, contact vc)ur local Army
Recruiter.
Call Bangor Recruiting
Station
942-9165
AlttifL
MIMI YOU CAN K.
ELECTIONS for STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
and ROC have
been RESCHEDULED 
for TUESDAY FEB. 14
VOZE At:
Memorial Union, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Off Campus and Fraternity students
Universtly Connie, I I a.m.--t0-1--p.m. and 4 _p.m. to.:
Unimsily  College Itethlaffiliftreff Campus students 
All campus dining commons, I I a.m. to I p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
On Campus students - students may vote only in their own commons
4.
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tor example.
Each location would house a televi--
• sion camera and monitor so broad-
--casting and receiving would be com-
pleted simultaneous'), Winchester said.
lie said the techr.ology would allow
a television monitor to be split in two.
The divisions would show the groups
involved.
He said it would be the first of a kind
in the New England states.
r
Currently, South Carolina, Texas and
several mid-western states use
t elecommunications .
Winchester and a team of six
engineers contracted to work for MPBN
will locate receiver and transmitter sites
in Maine.
The group has devised a similar pro-
gram that will bring university level
---4eostletied from page 1)
classes and advising to community col-
leges and schools through closed-circuit
television.
"This is going to provide collage level
programming to over 200 sites around
the state," an engineer for MPBN
said.
Officials at MPBN said they are ex-
cited about the projects. They say it will
add to MPBN's efforts to "allow im-
agination to expand so people can get
an appreciation for all education."
Bernie Rosetti, director of television
at MPBN-Bangor, said the programm-
ing and projects "are a pleasing alter-
native** that " =shark* education iithei
than restrict" it by being innundated by
what the networks disseminate.
He said the education that MPBN
provides is the primary source of "a real
contact with its public."
Free Sunday Movie
2:00 PM February 12
101 Neville Hall
Sposored by
Vie FnatenNity Of NO Qamma Delta
aNti
aNmouNCE
-71:W IMANNual -
FIJI 2447R. Relay ManatnoN
to beriefit the maime Cflapten Of
the Amenicam Caricen Society
The Marathon will be at the University of Maine Fieldhouse on
February 1 1 12. 1989
Any organization. dormitory. fraternity. sorority. or individuals ma'
enter a team made up of 2 to 10 runners each running I mile per turn
Donacions to be collected as pledges per mile that the entire team runs
Prizes awarded tor most miles run and most money raised
Pick up your entry blanks at the Office of Student Actismes or at the
FU1 House. $50.00 entrs tee per team
For more information call Marathon Chairman Mike Kennedy at
866-4 4 8 5 or 581-4173.
Enter your team today and start training!
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Young Germans should
not be held responsible
CHAM, West Germany (AP) — A
former Nazi SS soldier who lead's a
growing extremist party told thousands
of cheering supporters Wednesday that
young Germans bear no guilt for
Hitler's extermination of 6 million Jews.
Franz Schoenhuber, an SS soldier in
World War II, also criticized the presi-
dent of the nation's Jewish communi-
ty, called for the reunification of Ger-
many and said the uropean Economic
Community was detrimental to German
farmers.
In a speech to several thousand sup-
porters of his Republican Party, which
has surged in national polls, the 66-year-
old politician derued being anti-Semitic.
There are Jewish authors, composers
and painters "I like," he said, "but I
don't like Mr. Galinski."
Heinz Galinski, who is 76 and surviv-
ed the Auschwitz death camp, constant-
ly reminds West Germans of the horrors
of the Hitler era and criticizes anti-
Jewish tendencies of the eatreme right
wing.
"Mr. Galinski sabotages German 
Jewishreconciliation," Schoenhuber
said.
Galinski told The Associated Press by
trlephiwie from his home in Was Berlin:
"There will be no cortiment from me
because it is beneath my dignity to argue
with Mr. Schoenhuber."
Schoenhuber fought in France and on
the Eastern from in World War II, then
spent 1-1/2 half years as a prisoner of
the British. The SS, or Schutzstaffel,
was a military unit of the Nan party and
separate from the regular German army
At the meeting in Chain, a town of
16,000 people 80 miles • northeast of
Munich, he pounded his fist on the
rostrum. and declared: "Today's toung
generation of Germans is no more guil-
ty for Auschwitz than the sons and
daughters of Americans who committed
genocide at Hiroshima and
Nagaii le than "M 5,000 supporters, feasting
on beer and sausages in the packed hall,
interrupted Schoenhuber's two-hour
speech frequently with applause gild
shouts of "Bravo!" A Bavarian brass
band played before and after the speech.
Part'^ularly strong rewti.Nre greeted
the leader's statements that "we are pro.
ud to be Germans." and "we are a
law and order party." The Republican
Party got 7.5 percent of the vote in West
Berlin elections Jan. 29, gaining II scats
in the city legislature. Its success in
Berlin automatically qualifies it for two
seats in the federal parliament in Bonn
after the elections in December 1990
A poll released last week by the
respected Wickert Institute said the par
ty, founded in 1983. would get 11.5 per
cent of the national vote if elections were
heist hnocnw h.
uber said one of his goals in
unifying WM Gerinew with the-coin -
munist East and-tnafting Berlinna
tion's capital again. He said the party
is "for Europe but against this Euro-
pean Economic Community."
He said the EEC helps farmers in
Greece, Spain and Portugal, but does
nothing for those in West Germany.
Demonstrators protested peacefully
earlier in the day, but no incidents were
reported at the three-hour rally.
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Chinese industry growing
by Jeff Danzigcr
The Christian Science Monitor
Next to me in the crowded hovercraft,
Senor M. and his wife are patently
Unimpressed. We are reading the South
Otitis Morning Post as the coast of
mainland China drifts by outside the
hydrofoil window. We are paying no at-
tention to the scenery. We are paying at-
tention to politics.
"You like Booth?" she says, reading
the election returns.
"What difference does it make now?
The election is over."
"I like Boosh!" she wavers, making
a fist with a thumb pointed up in the air,
"El es homhre duro! Duro! You know
what is duro?"
An) fool who has studied Spanish in
high school knows what duro means,
and being such a fool. I know. It means
hard, strong, and everything Bush
didn't used to be.
Her husband must also be duro to
some extent. since Senora M. is getting
on my nerves, and we've only been on
the tour an hour. The other members of
our group tour into south China are an
Australian couple in the throes of new-
ly married bliss, always petting each
other and being solicitous; a pair of
chinless French;imam who 1 fear are
half a bubble off plumb, they sink at
eserything and make ooh-la-la noises
that no one understands; a retired
English carpenter and his wife from
Devon with accents almost as bad as the
Australians; and me, traveling alone,
collar turned up against the wind, squin-
ting into the salt spray4You get the pm-
ture?) I travel alone.
Our guide, Liu, got everything mix-
\-3
ed up this morning. He picked up a cou-
ple named Barrows when he should have
gotten the Barbers; an hour was lost
thereby.
Liu is not at out for the guide
business. He responded to this con-
tretemps by running off somewhere, ad-
vising us, "Please wait!" which he pro-
nounced, "Plis wai!" which in the hub-
bub of the Hong Kong traffic came out,
"iss way," which we interpreted as,
"This way!" So we went running after
him. He waved at us, running away even
faster, "Plis wai!"
"What did he say?" --
"E said, 'This way,"' says the
Australian girl.
"Right!"
"Tell the little bugger to slow
down," says the retired 'English
carpenter whose face is scarlet.
"My hoosbin! He cannot run like
thees!" says Senora M.
"Better get duro fast!" I tell her.
"He cannotLkle us not so young!"
Which is the, as.Senor M. later con-
fides to me when things calm down.
The tour, which takes us up the river
and inland from the pounding high-rise
conftision of Hong Kona to the southern
Chinese metropolis of Guangzhou (Can-
ton), is S100. We go by hovercraft to the
mainland and thin by bus 100 miles or—
so across the Chinese countryside. We
pass through areas of hope and in-
dustrial regeneration as well as areas
where the poverty and cultural neglect
are pitiable.
Most interesting to me is the evidence
of industrial growth that has come
about as a result of senior leader Deng
Xiaoping's mose toward the economic
(see CHINA page 12)
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Loaded bicycle in Cantos suburbs. The driver has to walk.
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APPLICATIONS
Are Being Accepted for
"P.--ress Secretary
and
Vice President of Financial Affairs_
(one semester of accounting required)
These are paid positions.
- Submit Applications to
Student Government Office
3rd floor. Memorial Union- vir can 5814775
DEADLINE: FEB. 15
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*Condom 
Cutler Health Center is supplying
the items.
The idea for the condor/1gram
came from human sexuality professor
Sandy Caron, who has brought the
concept to Maine from Syracuse
University.
"I 'invented' the idea there and it's
been adapted for different colleges
tesiniksined trima pI)
and universities, like here at
Maine," she said. "It's a creative
way to get the message out. "
Students can purchase the con-
domgrams at tables in every dining
commons from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thurs-
day and in the Union from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday.
1-
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Dr. Records Specialty Sale
All Classical, Jazz, and
New Age CD's
$2.00 off
AM Classical. Jazz and _
re Age Cassettes and LP's
—
T1 $1.00 off
Sale runs through Saturday 2/11
— --
1*.lteconis
20 Mala-Orono .
ke8-71174
•
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Join us at 9 p.m.
hi The Bear's Den
On Saturday, Feb. 1 1 th
1114 rAJtar 1(1)
ILEAIDUB 1:a
Meet your dream-date-mil)
WIN fabulous prizes for two!!!'
-ith-special guest M.C.Ainciperforzner:
ThIJ*14141(ZIla
CO-SPONSORED BY
AND-THE BEAR'S-DEN
To be a contestant, stop by at the TUB
office (Third Floor Memorial Union),
or call 581-17351
•
•
_
UMaine to celebrate
condom week
by Doris Rygalski
Staff writer
Alic,ththfetsity of Maine will he
• joining 100*ditools.nationwide in the
celebration of National Condom
Week Feb. 12-18.
Although it is II years old, the pro-
• gram is being implemented at
UMaine for the fii-st time.
Health Educator Ruth Lockhart
said Condom Week is an attempt to
raise student awareness of condom
use as an alternative to unsafe sex and
- as a birth control.
Thc program is aimed at inform
ing men that they can help in the birth
control process, Lockhart said.
"Aside from having a vasectomy.,
a condom is the only birth control
method men have," she said. ,
The entire week, she said, is a mini
sexual health fair held in the
Memorial Union and sponsored by a
number of university groups and
local organizations.
Throughout the week, the National
Condom Week Committee at Cutler
Health Center will be selling condom
key chains, and offering free con-
dons, -and informatiociegarding
AIDS and sexually transmitted
Two UMaine greek sociedes — Tri
Delta sorority and Delta Tau Delta
fraternity — will also be selling con-
domgrams until Feb. 13. (See story
on front page.)
For a dollar, students will be able
to send their friends a personalized
valentine message, condom and in-
formation about sexually transmitted
diseases and birth control.
The condomgrams. will be
delivered on Valentine's Day.
Lockhart said.
On Feb. 14, Love Carefully Day
will also be celebrated.
The day "promotes communica
httween g.i.airtnere — hopefit!!,...
before sea — and suggests choosing
abstinent*, " Lockhart said. "But.
if_sat„ k teaches how to protect
oasseif and others."
Love Carefully Day, an idea that
started in the I 970s arid was resur-
rected two years ago by Lockhart,
received national attention last year.
-
Condom week is sponsored by 
alder Health Center, Residential
Life, School of Human Develop-
ment, Tri Delta and Delta Tau Delta.
Love Carefully Day is organized by
Bangor's Good Samaritan Commit-
tee, Mable Wadsytorth's Women's
Health Ceara, Farray Kiar.ing and
STD (sexually transmitted diseases)
Clinics. and UMaine's Cutler Health
Center and Peer Educator groups.
"The day promotes communication
between partners..."
Ruth Lockhart health educator
44* LfGal MOH *244t
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UNbeanable Liotriess Of fkiNg
3o,Little Hall
rime: 7 9 sflowiNcis
 - 
Place: 130 Little Hall
Date: Web. Feb. 8 aNb
Feb. 9
AbmiSSiON: FREE 
SPONSORED NT: ROC
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Students concerned
7
about animal rights
by Steve Miliano
Staff Writer
Each year colleges, uniliersities and
private testing firms use tens of
tho.isands of animals in laboratory ex-
periments and as educational devices.
- While this has been common practice
in the past. Americans are becoming
more concerned about the treatment
these animals receive. Students at the
University of Maine are no exception.
With last semester's formation of
Students for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (SETA), UMaine students con-
cerned with animal rights now have a
means to voice their concerns.
The treatment of animals in scientific
research is only one of many areas of
concern for SETA members, said Lin-
da Francis, one of the group's--
organizers
"The issutelloolveil With ashy& tire
--so widespread," Francis said. "Topics
range from manateesin Florida to hun-
ting and to laboratory use of
animals."
Francis said SETA is "relatively small
be more student awareness and involve-  _
ment this semester.
Despite its size, SETA has already had
some success in increasing animal rights
awareness.
Last semester, SETA members com-
plained that an outdoor preparedness
course at UMaine included taking rab-
bits out in the wild and having the
students kill them for food.
In response to this complaint, the In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Corn-
mince (1ACUC) at the university
modified a proposal by the instructor to
more clOSeiy regulate the use of rabbits
in the course.
Earlier in the year the !Atli(' amend-
ed a previous policy covering the use of
animals in research to include their use
in education as well.
"As of Jan. 1, 1989, all courses at
(UMaine) using live animals must go
through the committee," said com-
mittee chair Linda Kling.
Because of the complaint, however,
the committee voted to apply the
reformed policy to the class.
"AU courses using
live animals must
go through the com-
mittee."
Linda K
"The committee reviewed it early
because of SEATA," Kling said.
Kling explained that the course in
i,iestron is a "survival course that
teaches stenis-tow, to survive a situa-
tion where they ate stranded in the
wilderness."
The instructor, wants "to illustrate to
the students how to survive," she
said.
Previously, students were asked to
—kill. skin and fix the rabbit as well as
tan the hide," Kling said.
Rabbits were taken on these "survival
trips" so that the instructor would not
(see SETA page 9)
Thursday's Special
Lasagna
Fandango
Only $5.95 
I
I
A generous plateful of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Pius oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp saladlor
a budget pleasing price.-
A Un'que Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine
d &ea" Awe eFo Na41 -4 iced Race elo &,64e
Bath Iron Works Corporation. one of the nations leadirshipbuilders with a proud tradition of oser 100 years of Naval and commercial ship design and con-
struction will be on campus on Friday February 10 for the gqduating class of 1989
Located in &Sift Maine '1 hour horn Portland. Bath Iron Works pretently empioys over 10.000 people wno iive and work in an area convenient to 
all of vacationiands-
cultural and recreational opportunities Our backlog of design ann. construction contracts is at a record $2 1 billion level and our business is 
expanding into
the international market as rie11
This secure business posture and growth presents excellent entry level. career growth opportunities:
• ENGINEERING • MATERIALS • OPERATIONS
• DESIGN • FINANCE • FACILITIES
• MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
We will also be recruiting for our nighty selective and intense two year MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
For all positions we are seeking bright, mature and highly motivated graduates who are interested in beginning their careers within a heavy martufacturmg
environment that otters orotessional challenge, opportunity and growth We offer competitive compensation and a generous benefits package.
ss0
Bath Iron WOrics looks forwaritto seeing you on campus
Information on our recruiting schedule and our specific requirements is
available now at your Career Services office. 
BAIWIRON WORKS
\ CORPORATION --
SHIPBUILDERS AND ENGINEERS
700 Washington St., Bath, Maine 04530
An Equal Opportunfty Env:A:war M/F114 V
_ ' •
• •
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mean you are not sexual, or that you do
not have an intimate relationship;
virginity is an acceptable alternati‘e to
sexual intercourse. What is best for you
is for you alone to decide
—Q: If sperm is made up of 90 percent
sapr, why does it taste so salty ?female.
Junior
—A: Although semen usually taiga sil-
ty, it does contain fructose — a simple
_
sugar. Semis vides in taste from man-
to-man and the fla,r can change from
time-to-time in otos individual. Diet is
thought to tos one-of the radon that in-
fluence taste:- —
—1)r. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant pro-
fessor of Family Relations in the School
of Human Develpment.She teaches the
Human Sexuality course. Quesetons for
Dr. Caron, should be sent dtrectly to
theDaily Maine f'ampus Lord Hall.
Bush proposes bailout
WASHINGTON (AP) — George
Bush is proposing to rescue the savings
and loan industry with a 30-year, $200
billion financing plan that would ease
the pain in his administration and shift
the cost to the future.
In fact, Bush, despite proposing the
biggest government bailout ever, will
achieve an immediate $200 million an-
ings in the 1990 budget he submits tb
Congress on Thursday, making it easier
to keep his "no new taxes" pledge in his
first btidget.
Bush would spend only $1.9 billion in
1990, compared with $2.I billion pro-
posed by the outgoing Reagan ad-
ministration. Reagan called for outlays
of $18.5 billion in fiscal years 1990
through 1993, $3.1 billion more than
Bush would spend in his first four
budgets.
Bush is eas:ng his own budget pain in
two wari. He would ,spread the cos: oser
30 years. Aisd he would shift some of. .
the budget outlays into the current flied
year.
The president would increase 1989
spending to SII.1 billion, up, from $8.7
billion in the Reagan budget. That won't
cause any problems because Gramm-
Rudman deadlines requiring automatic
spending cuts have all passed for 1989.
"That is the accounting sleight of
hand that is in the Bush plan," said
Rep. Charles Schumer, 13-N.Y., a
member of the House Banking Commit-
"it'S not that taxpayers are going
to in-gialying any less, but that it shows
up has ms-the busiget .
Bush would spread costs 30 years in-
to the future, but, Schumer added, "I
suppose Bush doesn't plan to be presi.
dent for 30 years."
Financial Aid Deadlines
Financial Aid
Form (FAF)
Summer
Work-Study
•
1
Tax Returns
B
4
I
-
Pick up your applications TODAY in the;
I-- Office of Student Aid, 2nd Floor, I
Wingate Hall. 1
•
•
•
-
•
•
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Virginity is a matter of choice
—Q: I am very attracted to a woman in
my English class and am afraid to ask
her out, becnise I don't know if she will
be attracted to me. What shouldi do?
Female, Senior  
—As As in any relationship, a person
must often take risks to move forward.
Assuming this woman is also a lesbian.
I suggest you find ways to get to know
her a little better around class time
before pursuing something outside the
classroom. Possibly arriving early, sit-
ting next to her in class, or catching her
on the way out of class can provide time
to get to know her a little better and give
you more information about how
"available" she is in terms of dating.
Should she turn down your offer for a
date, please do not take it personally.
She may just have other commitments
or interests at this time.
—Q: What's the best method of tinth
control, Female, Sophomore
—A: There is no perfect method of birth
control. The best method is the one that
combines the greatest effectiveness with
acceptance by the individual using it. If
someone feels more comfortable and
natural using a given method of birth
control, they will be more inclined to use
it correctly and consistently. An in-
dividual's attitude toward the method
itint're using makes all the difference;
no method works if the individual
doesn't use it. Deciding on a method is
a cnoice Wtuch should be based on
several factors, including: age, amount
Dr. Sandra Caron
of sexual activity, lifestyle, medical
history, and religious beliefs. All of
these factors should be considered
before choosing a method of birth con-
trol which is best for you.
—Q: I'm a virgin and sometimes feel
iike something is wrong with me for not
"following the crowd." Sometimes I
wonder if I really should stand firm on
my virginity or tsst sleep with someone
and get it over with. Help.Aftik. Junior
—A: If intimacy equals sex, as some
believe, then people who don't engage
in sexual intercourse are defined as
leading very dull lives. With this argu-
ment, virginity is then a state we want
to leave. This view is too simplistic, on-
ly serving to pressure people like
yourself to have sexual intercourse,
It is important to remember 'that
virginity, like sexual activity, is a mat-
tes _of. choice. Some men aid -woman
choose to wait until they are in what
they consider a long-term relationship
before they become sexually involved
and some do not. Being a virgin does not
Cunningham's Florist
Your Valentine Headquarters
Long Stem & Sweetheart Roses all in assorted colors.
Fresh and silk arrangements in high style & traditional.
Also offering a nice selection of blooming & foliage plants.
Order Early
for de livery
485 Stillwater, Old Town
827-7721
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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OPEN RUSH
Come meet
the brothers
of
P111 GAMMA DELTA
Tonight
February 9
Dinner served at
5 P.M.
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• SETA (canalised from page 7)
have to set traps out in the Woods. Hun-
ting regulations would prohibit trapping
rabbits during much of the course, and
bringing the animals ensured that there ,
was enough food for all students. Kling
said.
Kling stressed that the instructor .,
followed what was then the appropriate
procedure when dealing with animals in
an educational setting.
"SETA brought the matter to our
(the committee's) attention.., and we
discussed it at length," Kling said.
"We spent hours and hours discussing
this problem. It raises some Serious
questions "
The committee voted 8-to-3 to modify
the course, giving students the choice of
eating either the rabbit meat or
vegetables, Kling said. ,-
The committee also decided to lower
the rabbit-to-student ratio, ensuring that
there would be "no waste." •
Calling this "a minor victory,"
Francis said that SEATA will continue
to be concerned with the matter of
animal research but is also ',ranching
out itv other areas including hunting
and fraPping arfc-1 alternatives to eating
meat.
In fact, SEATA member Elizabeth
Kelley's main role in the group is to
educate both students and university
'staff members on the vegetarian
lifestyle.
Kelley described the cafeteria staff as
"kind of surprised" when they learned
how popular the idea of serving meatless
foods was.
"They sk,Pre very helpful and dcs a
good job... considering the (food) op-
tions they have," she said.
Francis said she looks forward to in-
creased group membership, but said she
and the other members of SEATA plan
to continue working for their cause no
matter what.
4112mitiJui DLITE14
The Scuba Club is planning a meeting
for Feb. 9th, in the 1912 Room of
the Memorial Union at 7:00 p m 
All certified divers welcome.
MARCHA
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Program brings health
center to students
bs Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer
Doctors may.bot Mike house calls
anymore, but the house call days are
long from over at the University of
Maine.
The Preventive Medicine Program
is an effort by health educators to
bring Cutler Health Center to
students.
PMP is a student-operated health
education and screening program
that travels to the various dorms and
at the uniVeritty.---- -
The program, which is free of
charge, gives students the opportuni-
ty to check their blood pressure, lung
function, body fat, flexibility and vi-
sion acuity.
According to a PMP brochure, the
aim of the program is to make
students aware of health risks and
help them learn a preventive ap-
proach to health care.
"There' a great need for
PUP," sold Gladys Smith. a senior
pre-med student and third year PIMP
• Member. "This is a time when a lot
of bad habits are formed."
Being away from parents and not
being as insolved in sports as thes
were in high school, students' health
habits tend to deteriorate, Smith said.
"We deal with questions that peo-
ple wouldn't ordinarily ask the health
center," Smith said.
She said she had received many in-
quiries regarding bulimia. a binge
and purge eating disordsLand_diba -
irregular eilting habits.
 The program bEigat IT years ago
when a former - nurse practitioner
decided to initiate a project that pro-
moted "wellness."
At the time. PMP conducted
screenings at the health center.
But it was not until Health
Educator Nancy Price came to
11../Maine in February 1983 that PMP
became "what it It today." she
said.
By visiting people at dorms, Price
said, she's been able to reach a
greater- number of students.
Last year the program saw 1,200 ,
people, but according to the turnout
thus far, Price expects the 1988-89
figures to surpass previous years.
On any given outing, Smith said.
PMP attracts 111 WOE 40 to 50
students.
Price said the entire screening pro-
cess takes a maximum of 45 minutes ,
and the participants get person-to-
person attention.
The PMP staff consists of 18
students entering some aspect of the
medical field, Price said.
"I like to reserve the program for
people who're going into the medical
field because the motivation is
high." she said. "But I wouldn't__
exclude other majors from enter-
ing • they SO to be real con v
ing. however."
Once hired, the students undergo_
a month-and a-half tra.^.  g
program.
Smith said the orientation program
consisted ,of meetings with doctors
and nurses -who taught the students-
step-by-step procedures in each of the
screening areas.
Although staff are all either part of -
the work study, work project or *Ott
merit program, the students say they
aren't in the program for monetary.
reasons.
"I didn't need to work," Smith
said "Since I considered medicine as
a career, 1 thought I'd better get some
experience."
Anne Trask, a senior zoology ma-
jor, said that although she had to
work, her primary reason for joining
PN1P was also for experience.
"I was an R.A. last year," she
said. "There was more money in
that. but 1 exchanged a cut in pay for
experience."
MacFest
Valentine's Day Sped s
Macintosh Plus Bundle:
MacPlus
800K external drive
ImageWriter ll printer
Sale Price $1795.00
Macintosh SE Bundle:
Macintosh SE dual floppy
ImageWriter II printer
Sale Price- $2259.00
.11.• 111.41.
I MacWrite or MacPa
Order in• wool, 00 macFitsi and tor:sive a Ire ulacwnty o macPsogiollh your bunclio
MICROCOMPUTER
s-RESOURCE CENTER
p6Tgru1e,40A SYSTEmS
II 5/01LIS HALL um bt.tWIlnd
COMPUTERLAND MAINE
5.3 Mane • Wai•No• • 173 gi 52
4 Uf14:11 • BarlcoZW • 945 1141
Oarrompap Lands f. The one g to luiow about computers'
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Editorial
Election chaos
Confusion and mismanagement prompted the FairElection Practices Committee to postpone Tues-day's student government elections.
According to the FEPC, polling lists were incomplete
and outdated and the Vali-dine maci"--s used to record
the votes malfunctioned.
Also adding to the confusion was the publication of
two photos that in Monday's Daily Maine Campus that
incorrectly identified the candidates for president and
vice-president of Residents on Campus
Since it is the responsibility of the committee to
assure a fair election, the FEPC's decision to postpone
this week's election should be commended.
However, the committee has also said that some of
the students who worked the polls were not fully briefed
on proper voting procedures.
This unfamiliarity with procedure resulted in people's
=ON Mt betas crusted off the ratios-Nets once they
registered their vote. --
if this IRS the case sod the people working the polls
were not properly briefed, then such unpreparedness on
the part of the FEPC is inexcusable.
If the committee is genuinely concerned with holding
fair elections, should it not have taken more care to en-
sure that students working the polls fully understood
their roles before they were sent to the polls.
The FEPC has taken full responsibility for the confu-
sion tharsurrounded Tuesday's elections. However this
does not change the fact that the committee failed in its
responsibility to the student body.
The malfunctioning of the Vali-dine machines was
clearly something beyond the control of the FEPC.
However, the Mere to properly brief those working at
the polls was something that could have and should
have been corrected ahead of time.
The postponement of elections until Feb. 14 will give
the committee extra time to work out all of the bugs
that plagued the voting procedure this time.
But shouldn't all of this preparation been finished
long ago?
4:1  v
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The 27th of Potato?
I was walking through the
cafeteria the other day when I
fioticed a huge yellow poster
hanging on the wall. It said
something like: "Eat your
spuds and drink your Buds,
because it's MAINE POTATO
MONTH, DAMMIT!"
I continued through the ser-
ving line, and quite naturally I
asked for extra potatoes, it be-
ing Maine Potato Month and
all.
But I couldn't help but
wonder how a perfectly good
month like-Februarrincied---4---
having its name changed to
"Potato-Month."
Was it a conspiracy? Was
this work of that radical fringe
group, the PLO iPotato
Lover's Organization)? Did
they put up the money to get
the name changed, like how
Michael Liberty came up with
some cash and had his name
painted on the Bangor
Auditorium floor?
I lost sleep, I couldn't stand
the sight of potatoes, and my
hair fell out in clumps as I wor-
ried about the forces behind
such an act.
Then things escalated. I was
walking through the Union
when I saw some workers put-
ting up a sign deeming March
"Black History Month."
At first I thought of all the
work. this renaming of months
  was going to cause. Calendars
have to be re-printed. I
would have to re-memorize
dates that I've taken for
granted for 24 years. My
mother's birthday is the 27th of
Potato, while my brother's bir-
thday falls on the 10th of Black
History. ,
But then my mind turned to
more practical matters. Name-
ly, how could I get a month
named after me? I figured that
John Holyoke
with a month iamed after me,
I could get the dining service
people to serve \al of my
favorite foods, and 
‘ 
el. get to
post all kinds of big ysllow
posters around with ap-
propriate messages. Something
Month,anyow
vegetaria. ns ought to belie-y-0-1i
mothers send you care
packages, so you .don't
STARVE TO DEATHI"._
Deciding that I had nothing
to lose by trying, I called Anne
Johnson, who is the manager of
dining hall programming.
She told me that Potato
Month is not strictly a univer-
sity oddity; in fact, the idea was
originated by the National
Potato Board. But since Maine
spuds are so popular, it seem-
ed right that we here at UMaine
have our own special Maine
Potato Celebration.
I told Anne that I had notic-
ed the proliferation of month-
changing going on around cam-
pus, and wondered if anyone
had to pay money to gain rights
to a certain month.
Anne assured me that no
money changed hands, and told
me that she, too, had noticed
the many different months that
had sprouted up. She even
came up with one I hadn't
,
•
heard Of. But • k Wasn't a
month.
It was Aardvark Week. Anne
told me it was her personal
favorite, and that she thought
we ought to celebrate it on cam-
pus. I agreed.
So I popped the question.
Was there any way for me to
get a month named after me?
She said I might not be able to
get a month. but a day
v.ouldn'i he out of flit
question.
I guess you have to start
smaAL
She said that after Aardvark
Week, my day would be next
on her priority list.
Then I went over to Da%e
Rand's office in the Memorial
Union. Anne had sent me there,
because Dave), who the dints:-
, tarot Aliallekowasa-hoolty
• 
_
that gives a-little-background OD
Aardvark Week, in addition to
every other week you can
imagine. 
After obtaining the book,
(gaining an invitation to Dave
and Anne's official Aardvark
Week party in the process) I
came back here, ready to write
about my adventure.
I tried to call the Aardvark
Week organizer, Stephanie
O'Brien, in Si. Paul, Minn.,
but I couldn't get in touch with
her. I left a message on her
machine.
I wanted to ask h?r if she
minds if the day I get named
after me comes in the middle of
the Aardvark Festival. It only
seems appropriate.
John Holyoke swears oh of
this is true, and is still waiting
for a return call from the Aard-
vark Lady in St. Paid. He plans
on having all pertineni infor-
mation forwarded to Dave and
Anne.
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Response
Letters - to the editor
should be 300 words or
Less, and guest columns
about 450 words. In order
to verify the validity of
letters, we must have a
name, address, and
telephone number:
Although The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes
anonymous letters, it will
not print them unless a
special arrangement for
not using the name has
been made with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Cam-
pus reserves the right to
edit letters for length,
‘wit  taste, and libel.
K•
raise for UMaine hoop coaches
To the editor:
Thank you, Coach Keeling.
For what you might ask? For
playing Reggie Banks and T. J.
Forester the past couple games.
-What took so long? I'm still
trying to understand why two
of the best players in the
N.A.C. conference last year
have hardly seen any playing
time this year. They bring ex-
citement to each game, and I'm
sure you have witnessed that ex-
citement each time they dunk
the bail.
Granted, that's no reason to
play them, but I think Banks
and Forester add much more to
a team than an occasional
"showtime dunk." They run
the floor well, produce offense,
and play defense.
I'm happy for players like
Dean Smith, Curtis Robinson.
and Todd Hanson, who hadn't
seen much playing time up un-
til this year. I think they've
done a nice job, but I am
curious as to why two other
very talented players (Banks.
Forester) have been sitting the
bench.
While I'm on the subject of
basketball, I would like to con-
Stronger penalties needed r nirri
To the editor:
On 2/1/89 Mr. Bean attack-
ed a proposed bill enabling
drunk drivers to view 1,1* effects
of driving while intoxicated, in
a morgue Or emergency room.
He felt the NI was, "beyond
the realm Or-reason" and
"turns one's stomach."
First Mr. Bean complains the
CONVICTED intoxicated
driver may experience
"trauma" bY visiting a hospital
or morgue. While it may be un-
comfortable to visit these places
is it traumatizing? Adults
should be able to stand the sight
of 7. dead body. Do they not at-
tend wake and funeral services
where deceased people are.
present?
Second. Mr. Bean says thnt
the family or the deceesed vic-
tim deserves privacy. Pew peo-
ple would argue against protec-
ting the privacy of a deceased
loved one, but what is wrong if
the family allows their deceas-
ed kin to be viewed as a lesson—
.
to drunk dnvers. Maybe by
seeing the results of driving in---
ebriated a convicted drunk
driver may change his or her
ways. Wouldn't families who
have lost a loved one want to
stop other people from such a
sad, violent end?
Finally, Mr. Bean's main
problem is not his view of the
proposed bill, but his view of
the cures for drunk driving. He
states, "The answer to drunk
driving is larger fines, suspen-
sion oUlioease tor first of-
fenders, and tougher jail
sentences."
These three penalties have
helped reduce drunk driving,
-but they certainly have not end
edit. The U.S. is still one of the
world-wide leaders in drunk
driving. Mr. Bean says that we
should increase these fines, but
how far can we go?
In Norway, first offenders of
O.U.I. are usually given a
minimun of 21 days in jail.
Consequently, 20 percent of
Norway's prison population are
first offenders of drunk driv-
ing. Can the U.S. prison system
handle such an incr
burden? Probably not. -
Mr. Bean has a stagnant view
of solutions to drunk driving
and is wrong in lashing out at
— -a PROPOSED bill. This coun-
try needs a fresh approach to
this problem and while this bill
may not be the ultimate solu-
tion, it is a thought-provoking
idea which may create
solutions.
gratulate coach Trish Roberts
and her squad for their fine
play these past couple months.
They've overcome tremendous
adversity and have proven that
if a team works together, SUC
will be the result. Keep it
up!
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Sexist language is discrimination
This column is a response to Richard Blanke's re-
cent guest column, in which he opposed the elimina-
tion of gender-biased language, and then went on to
attack feminists.
I will first address the issue of gender-biased
language. Since the effort needed to use gender-neutral
rather than gender-biased language is at most negligi-
ble, it is obvious that the physical effort itself cannot
%be the source of controversy. Rather it appears to be
a threat to the status quo of general male dominance
and parochialism.
Logically, it makes no sense to exclude over half of
the world's population in speech, generalizing the race
as male, nor to randomly assign male gender to a third
part!, Or object whose gender is not known. Despite
Blanke's statement that the word "sexist" refers only
to "economic exploitation or social dominance,' not
tQ any kind of language," he fails to recognize that
by eliminating females and feminine references from
speech, sex roles are perpetuated and social domina-
tion (of women by men) is maintained. More over,
while I agree that an educator should have relative
freedom in the classroom, exclusion or belittlement (ef-
fects that gender-biased language tends to produce) of
half of the students therein are not among those
freedoms.
I turn now to Mr. Blanke's assaults against
feminists. To begin with, he asserts that feminists do
not represent 'the interests of "women in general,"
Guest Column
by
Tracey Richardson
citing the rejection of feminism by many women as
evidence. I assert that the only interests being served
by sex discrimination are those of insecure males who
do not want to see women on equal footing with
themselves, the type of one-sided "benefits" that are
reaped by any form of bigotry.
He also states his .belief that "normal women" are
not offended by gender-biased language, Does it
follow, then, that a woman Whom it does offend--like
myself—is abnormal, or an "androgynous sour-
puss," as he calls it? I, for one, do not think self-
iespect is abnormal, and I find the implication in-
suiting. Futhenmore, such juvenile name-calling is con-
demnable from a professor, who is supposedly an in-
telligent individual.
Blanke then says that feminists are "self-serving"
in seeking to place more women in administrative posi-
tions, and that any such position held by a woman is
usually "superfluous." The intelligent observer will
note that, as (white) men hold more power than any
other group on earth, it is not the women, who are
under-represented and only ask what they deserve, who
are self-serving, but the men who seek to deny and
repress women in order to preserve their own power
and dominance in society.
As for comparing feminists with Nazis and saying
our "appetites grow with the feeding," this is ab-
solutely ludicrous. The underlying logic is, apparent-
ly, to keep women at their present status (beneath
men), where they belong, for if they are given a little
equality, sooner or later they will want--God forbid!-
-complete equality.
English imperialists said the same thing about the
American colonies; slaveholders in the 19th century
said the same thing about blacks; and so on. The
American Revolution ended when England recogniz-
ed our independence; likewise, feminist "appetites"
will be satisfied when women are recognized and
treated as men's equals.
The most frightening thing about this is that Blanke
kin a position to influences large number of people-
-America's future, it you will—into accepting the same
ignorant, chip-on-the-shoulder attitude that he
possesses. It is a shame that some educators, especial-
ly those in a college or university, cannot use their posi-
tions responsibly to promote the tolerance and equality
of all humans among their students.
It is people like this--men and women alike—who
have kept this society in the Stone Age with regard to
aex roles and other parochial attitudes. I fear for
.the future.
^
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*China
 (coatlaued from page 5)
middle ground. So far, many factories
have been built — great, gray squarish
things of very solid, uninspired concrete
architecture. But there is nothing in
them. The government order evidently
specified that factories be built in great
number, but nothing was on line to be
matte in them. Liu says some Taiwanese
companies may move here, but he's not
sure. One factory we passed was in the
middle of a huge duck farm, millions of
dtick s swirling about the empty
building.
The land is flat and, with the mon-
soon season approaching and the heat
ovnder,. there's a gray sameness .to thela
The trees are a dark. mature green.
Some villagers art very pleasant to
—_— 
set. being built of a rosy-orange brick
with red tile roofs and decorated walls.
— 
Others, built more recently, are gray.
cement, with ugly, -squared rooflincs
and bizarre colored tilsalstrusad. there 
to relieve .the monotolif. It turns out
that a- farmer advertises-his financial
success by the height of his house (no
 one lives on the land, since no one can"
_
----lEown the land).._Ihus
Vie for supremacy in the villages, four
stories being about the tallest. And in
the windows of the fourth story of the
most prosperous farmer in town, laun-
dry waves happily.
-Labor iuverr cticaci in_ China,"
Litt tells us. In the new Special'
Economic Zones the laborers. will get-
more money — almost one-quarter of
the wage in Hong Kong. That's less than
half of what people get in most in.
nations. But it is important
because the Hong Kong labor rates and
costs are rising as the colony turns away
from manufacturing to financial ser-
vice.
Rents there on industrial space are
astronomical, but in China land is near-
ly rent free. In the Special Economic
Zones people will be making less than
10 percent of what Americans do. And
outside the zones, in the rest of China,
they make even less than that.
We pass through a checkpoint. There
are green uniformed soldiers
everywhere.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
N
• The bus crawls along behind Japmese
trucks, Chinese tractors, andlikydes.
Everyone-h--checked. But we are
already well inside China: Why Is there
a checkpoint here?
"Only some people are allowed in the
Special Economic Zone," Liu ex-
plains, "and many would like to get in
They make more money here."
wrerry
tcoa(imued from page 3)
Terry, who was a close, personal
friend of the late Martin Luther King
Jr., said King had a dream of one day
seeing the sons of former slaves and
former slave owners sitting at the same
table.
He said he thinks this dream of King's
happened on the frontline in Vietnam.
"They became brothers — black and
white."
The lecture was sponsored by the
Afro-American Student Association,
The Office Of Indian Programs and
Minority Services, The Union Board
and The Lord Fund
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Sports
"bow by Rich McNearyJill Abrams has bees a pkasaut surprise for the UMaine swine hmat this year. Ilse
freshman' Is among the best in Nr« England in the 100 and 200 yard butterfly.
Gooden tops
salary chart
NEW YORK (AP) - Dwight
Gooden became the highest-paid player
in baseball Wednesday, agreeing to a
three-year, $6.7 million contract with
the Mew York Mets that avoided an ar-
bitration battle and a free-agent bidding
war after this season.
--Geoden will be paid $2,416,667 this
year, including a prorated share of his
signing bonus, the highest single-season
salary ever. Award bonuses could in-
crease the contract's total value to $7.87
million.
"Now I can just go and relax."
Gooden said from Tampa, Fla. "You
know everything's behind an
care of. "
Twenty-two Months tirer 
treated for cocaine abuse, the 24-year-
old Gooden became the youngest player
ever to earn $2 million. -
He will get a $500,000 signing bonus,
$2.25 million this year, $1.7 million in
1990 and $2.25 million in 1991. In-
cluding a one-third share of the signing
bonus, Gooden 's salary tops the $2.4
million that will be earned this year by
Minnesota. Twins third baseman Gary
Gaetti, who previously had the top
contract..
i'We fully realize this is a large
amount of money," Mets senior vice
president Al Harazin said, "but given
Dwight's track record on the mound, we
believe it's a sound investment and are
sure Dwight will prove that over the next
three years."
(see GOODEN page 17)
10.
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Abrams combines effort -
in pool and classroom
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
Hard work. No play. Jill Abrams.
This attitude has paid off for the
University of Maine swimmer from
Eagle River, Alaska.
Abrams, a freshman, is currently
ranked second in New England in the
100-yard and 200-yard butterfly and she
earned a 3.91 grade point average in her
first semester as a civil engineering
major.
Before deciding to attend UMaine,
Abrams atked Head Coach Jeff Wren
how he balances academics with
swimming.
"Jeff told me, 'school is first sod
swimming is second and any time left
over is for fun,"' she said.
"I don't have a lot of time for
fun," Abrams said. But she said she
is able to relax when she swims because
it allows her to forget about everything
else.
Wren said, "She's not only ranked up
there (in New England), but she got
there by improving herself "
"She will do everything you ask her
to do ... she doesn't have any sloppy
work habits," he said.
Abram's has swam her best times in
most of the events she has competed in
this year.
Her best time in the 200-yard butterfly
is 2:11.20 and her lifetime best in the
400-yard individual medley is 4:49.01,
four seconds better than her high school
record.
Abrams personal best in college of
59.89 in the 100-yard butterfly is only
.25 of a second away from her lifetime
That tirne. of 59.fA would break the
UMaine school record.
"She has excellent mechanics and an
excellent understanding of what train-
ing needs to be done to be suc-
cessful," Wren said.
Abrams agrees her technique is bet-
ter. "My strokes have definitely improv-
ed while I've been here. I have made
some adjustments," she said. -
She said one thing that helped, was
being videotaped underwater. "I've
never had that done before that helped
a lot, she said.
Being from Alaska, Abrams is far
from home, but she is used to it. She has
trained in Oregon and California four
out of the last five slIMMely.
Abrams said she wanted to so to
school out-of-state and knew no twitter
where she went, it would be a long way
from home.
After coming up with a list of 150 col-
lege choices on her high school com-
puter, she narrowed it down to two,
Oregon State and UMaine.
(see ABRAMS page 19)
Some observations by Bourque
I realize most folks are probably
too charged up about these tense, all-
important student government elec-
tions to care much about some of my
foolish observations.
But, that's all right Here they are
anyway.
OBSERVATION -1 . 
Remember howitig a deal it was-
back in November when Victoria
Watras was made eligible to play
basketball again? Miss Watras was
going to come back and rescue the
team.
She quit the team again soon after
but not before it had opened the
Season at 2-4.
ere is where the observation part
*Ms.)
Since she left the Bears are 13-3.
OK, here it is again in nice, easy-to-
- read fashion.
2-4 WITH VICTORIA.
13-3 WITHOUT VICTORIA. -
As long as she is still getting a
scholarship, why can't it be to
Northeastern.
• • •
OBSERVATION -2
It seems that baseball clubhouses
at UMaine go up overnight while
research buildings take several
decades to complete.
• • •
OBSERVATION -3
Mike
Bourque
When- Reggie Banks plays, he
scores.
Reggie had 21 points in about 30
minutes of piaydin last week's games
versus Canisiiiiand
The best part, though, is that
Banks excites even the quietest of
basketball fans. Which brings us t
554
OBSERVATION -4
UMaine basketball fans are as
loud and boisterous as Barry
Manilow and are, perhaps, as faithful
than Wade Boggs is to his wife. The
thing that is most upsetting is that its
not just one group that doesn't sup-
port the teams. It's everyone -
alumni, students and the community.
This past weekend students had
their chance to show their support
when four games wereplayed at the
Pit But almost no one showed . Sad.
•asi
OBSERVATION -5
Last weekend UMaine hockey
coach Shawn Walsh was reported to
have said, "I don't mind losing
games. I just don't like them taken
away." This was in response to
UMaine's game-tying goal that was
waved off by referee Joe Albert
But back to that firstcomment "I
don't mind losing games."
Please, don't believe this for a mo-
ment. Of course, he minds losing
game&
I'm prettj? sure a few of his players
might attest to that.
OBSERVATION -6
The UMaine football programer--
recruiting season has not been ruin-
ed 15y the sudden departure of Tim
Murphy to the University of Cincin-
nati. Yesterday, on the National Let-
ter of Intent day (which is akin to
Christmas, a birthday and payday all
rolled into one for most college foot-
ball coaches) the Black Bears signed
12 able recruits from all over the
country (and even Canada).
All over the country, that. is, except
for our own state of Maine. Predic-
table, I guess.
But, hey, let's not complain - yet.
be*
OBSERVATION -7
I can't come up with anymore
foolish obsersations.
Mike Bourque is a senior jour-
nalism major from Farmingdale, ME
would like to remind certain in-
dividuals that none of this material
has been previously copyrighted.
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Arizona. Wildcats not content with No. 1
•
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - On Feb. 1,
1988, the Arizona Wildcats were N. 1 _
and purring to the NCAA Pied Piper's
tune, "Gum' to Kansas City:
This week, back in first place in the
Associated Press rankings, the Wildcats
are not exactly whistling "Oklahoma"
let alone humming the more obscure
song "Seattle."
What they had, for Thursday, was
Oregon on the mind.
A year ago, atop the AP poll for four
straight weeks and six of seven, the
_Wildcats visited Stanford lot a
Pacific-I0 game and were bounced from
No. I. They did go on to Kansas City ,
and the NCAA Final Fotir. where they
got bounced again - by Oklahoma.
But what goes around comes around
- 
thanks to some recent developments.
Tlie No. 1 ranked team Jan. 30 was
Oklahoma. Arizona was fourth.
But last weekend, Oklahoma, No. 2
Illinois and third place North Carolina
tHgCA, CHI RUSH SCHEDULE
W:crgv.v. Feb 9: DiNhocit wrapi OmeGa SoKovetty 5700pm
rbuitobay, Feb q: Ha-witam Luau wlexotic baNCeg 700P hi
rtm-ta O%1. locate° am:** fROM ME Alf0/40 ARFNa
Call 5131-4162 fait iNfORMati014 OR a RIDE (ask fOR Ent•Vin
all lost, and then the Wildcats, 17-2 and
11-1 in the Pik-10, leapfrogged into first
place.
Arizona is sure to still be there Sun-
day for its nationally televised game at
Oklahoma, which fell to fifth in the
latest shakeup.
But much lies ahead before what
coach Lute Olson and his players hope
will be a repeat trip to the Final Four
in Seattle.
First order of business if Oregon, 3-7
and seventh in the Pac-I0, and R-I2
overall, in Eugene.
"We know what it's like to play on
the road ranked No. 1 against teams that
really shouldn't beat you," said All
American Sean Elliott. "We know how
they come at you and we know the cir-
cumstances and the consequences
c
o
involv ed
"It's gottlg to be a tough game. Our
main goal right now is to win the league
championship, and that's what we're
striving for, and it's not a situation
where you can get carried away worry-
ing about the Oklahoma game. Really.
the Oklahoma game isin't nearly as im-
portant as the Oregon game is."
Said Olson: "Give us one of the two
games. and I'll take Oregon any day of
the week. It'll be our job to make sure
that. we keep our guys focused on what
needs to be done."
Olson said Oregon coach Don, Mon-
son had made some lineup changes that
have improved the Ducks' recent perfor-
mances, and that they will have "even
more incentive" because of Arizona's .
ranking.
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Coco lam yes. bead fake to Niagara's Shawn Seinaisi. Barry of "Senegal, Aims
will kid the Black Bean is aa important North Adaatic Conference 'galas* the
same Niagara wags on Saturday
Pt cta pi cf - nut
1. ell
On f ebruary 10. The Prefip Marathon Dinner featunng
' spaghetti from jasmines in Orono, will be held in The Damn
Yankee from 5700-700 PM. Marathon Runnners free.others 3.00
Sponsored by The Residential Life Nutrition -Turn.
jasmine's
" 4
"
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Black Bears to face
Niagra tonight
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
If the University of Maine men's
basketball team is to prove itself wor-
thy of residing in the top four of the
North Atlantic Conference, the chance
is now.
Head Coach Rudy Keeling's team will
journey to New York for two games
before returning home to face the top
squad in the conference.
The Black Bears meet Niagara
Univerisity 'tonight in Buffalo and
Canisius College Saturday after UMaine
posted a convincing win over Colgate
University in which the bench produc-
-AI 30 points.
The combination of Coco Barry and
Reggie Banks resulted in the 30 points,
with Banks' 12 drawing praise from
Keeling.
"He's really coming along offensive-
ly within our system but he does need
to improve on the defensive end,"
Keelingsaid. "We would like to him to
do more in the way of rebounding as an
inside player on defense."
With a record of 7-12 overall and 5-5
in the NAC, UMaine currently is in fifth
place behind Siena, Boston University,
Northeastern University and Canisius,
with Hart ford in close pursuit.
In the first meeting between Niagara
and the Black Bears on Jan. 19, Matt
Rossignol's 20 points and a stingy
AO. • • • • • •I• . • 411. • •
Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
ARTIST Cartoon and wash drawings
Fest class mar warned Steady Kansas
City Slide Cu . 1015 Central (This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19
1920 wail ar4Pareall11 by WIt DrtLheY. his
first cartooning job.)
A HIGH-GRADE _YOUNG MAN for office4
, position requiring some bookkeeping
experience A fine opportunity for right
applicant Frank Swan, 404 Harrison
lThis ad. placed by A.0 Sparkplug Go,
in the Flint. Michigan, Journal. April 23.
.1914, was answered by Harlow* Curtice.
later President of General Motors)
WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnish tools. State age, experience and
salary required T 39 Daily News. (This
ad placed by Richard Bears in Chicago
Daily News. April 1, 1887 was answered
by Alvah Roebuck
MEN wanted for hazardous iourner
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
•danelw, safe return doubtful Honor and
recognmon in case of success Address,
E N Shackleton, Boa 100 iThrs British
ciassified ad appeared in 1900, seeking
men for Antarctic expedition Explorer
Shackleton was swamped with applica
lions I
For more information:
confect the ilekertising Deportment et 581-1273.
• • 41.. .1. • • • 41. • •
• 
- • • • • • • • • 
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defense led to a 56-47 win at home.
Niagara is led by preseason All-NAC
forward Mark Henry, who was held to
eight points in Bangor.
UMaine lost to Canisius 76-70 after
trailing by as much as 19 points.
During the previous two games, Barry
and Banks have combined with three
guards to produce a lineup with an ef-
fective fuii-court press.
This lineup, with Barry and Guy
Gotnis alternating so that Gonus could
be in the front of the press, helped the
Black Bears rally against Canisius.
Rossignol scored 17 points to lead
UMaine.
When the Black Bears return home,
Siena will put its first-place conference
ranking on the line Feb. 16 in the
Bangor Auditorium.
•••
Rossignol leads UMaine in scoring at
14.5 points, with Curtis Robertson top-
ping the team in rebounds at 5.4, despite
playing with a scratched cornea suffered
aping Non heastern Jan 2a..  
Barry is the top shooter hoot the
floor, hitting two out of every three
shots so far this season. Marty Higgins
leads in assists with 68 and steals with
30 while Guy Gomis is UMaine's leading
shot blocker with 30.
Rossignol is 47-117 (.402) from three-
point territory and is hitting 87.8 percent
of his free throws.
REM "Orange Crush"
lieu are lest tirnie if way nip prom*
heed ell over the tint/sus the/wets ploysd first
atkeiellena
Don't just keep up.
Stay ahead of the pack.
ofg46-11%,
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UMaine signs 12 recruits
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
New head football coach Tom
Lichtenberg has announced that he has
signed 12 recruits to National Letters of
Intent to attend the Univershy of Maine
next year.
"Given the late start and small staff
that we have been working with, we
have done very well," Lichtenberg
said. "Physically, this looks like an
outstanding class,"
Among the twelve, are four offensive
lineman. The four average 6-feet
5-inches and weigh an average of 265
pounds.
According to UMaine athletic depart-
ment officials, assistant coaches Jack
Cosgrove and John Baxter along with
waduate assistant John Bonamcgo
spent much of yesterday driving to the
towns of the various players to have
them sign their letters.
Of the twelve, throe etelfrOni Nen
York and two are from New Jeney.
There is one player each from Florida.
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Ohio. Ver-
mont and Massachusetts. There is one
player from Ontario, Canada. None of
them are from Maine.
The signees are:
John Hevesy, a 6-foot five-inch, 275
pound offensive tackle from Madison,
Conn. He was a first-team All-State
player at Daniel Hand High School.
Dan Girard. a 6-foot 3-inch, 225
pound linebacker from Worthington.
Ohio.
Fred Allen, Jr., a 6-foot 4-inch, 280
pound defensive tackle from Halifax.
Mass. He attended Silver Lake High
School where hc was a 1987 Boston
Globe All-Scholastic selection.
Gordon Willey, a 6-foot 1-inch. 215
pound fullback from West Hartford,
Vt. He was a standout at Bridgton
Academy.
Dave Clark, a 6-foot 3-inch, 265
pound center from East Ilremovicir, Ni.
Dave Man45-fcier
--(1111N11RECBUITS page IN)
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WEEKEND NOTTRS
OuNDAIre
CONFERENCE ROOM,
1st floor Fogler Library
REGULAR HOURS IN 402 NEVILLE,,,
Mon.- Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 12:00, 1:00 10 4:00 p.m.
NIGHT HOURS:
Mon.- Thur. 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Call 581-3828 weekdays for more info
rtie SeGuimo Family Of f€12/3
YOU Authemtic ItaliaN CUISINE.
ItaliaN Asitipastos - Pasta.
Veal, ItaliaN Seafoob, HomemaDe
Pastities 4 EXpRESSO COff€€
SUMMERTIME
OUTDOOR PATIO
AVAILABLE
Visit Our Neiv Solari° Venetian
Sunroom For CocktaiLs.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday- Sunday 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
735 MAIN STREET di
942-1240
1
4
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UMable football conch Teo Lichiseherg shows here as
Bean coach. Lichtenberg autd hie staff have signed twelve recruits te play at Mabee
arm leases.
FREE PROGRAM FOOD FOR THOUGHT
LUNCHEON/DISCUSSION/SLIDES
TOPIC: IMAGES TOWARD WHOLENESS
ON LIFE'S JOURNEY
I. ART
Thursday, Febrw&knie
11:55 a.m. - 1:05 p.m.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room
LUNCH IS PROVIDED THROUGH THE LINE
BY RESIDENTIAL LIFE
Introduction: Marilyn Nichols, SSJ, Ph.D., Newman Center
Contact Person for Informatiotion the Program
866-2155
ntation: Naile0111*,—SMIC, Orland Artist
Influenced by Native American Spirituality
Discussion Facilitators: Orono Campus Ministers
Program is co-sponsored by Campus Ministries and
Residential Life.
• Contact Jennifer Thibodecu at 581-4583 to reserve a meal ticket.
\
I
•
3
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•Gooden
Gooden is 91-35 in five major league
seasons. He went 17-9 in 1964, and won
_ the National League Rookie of the Year
-- --award. He went 24-4 the next season and
-t won the NI Cy Young award. He then,
• went 17-6 in 1986 arid spent the winter
in turmoil. He was arrested in Florida
after fighting with police and then
shocked the public on April I, 1987,
when he tested positive and admitted
that he had used cocaine.
Gooden was 1R-9 last season settIns --
3 19 earned-run average and 175
strikeouts in 2481/4 innings. In the
playoffs, he failed to win in both his
starts, allowing a two-run ninth inning
homer to Mike Scioscia in Game 4 that
sent the game into extra innings. The
Mets went on to lose the game in 12 in-
nings and lost the playoff to Los
Angeles in seven games.
"I'm happy with the confidence they
Imam
WITH A-
------ - -Respect as a prolessitin nurse.
. . the rank iii Second Lieutenant.
You'll get double recta.
.1
- !Almething really different — 
0uDIFFERINal.
Army Reserve Nursing oilers
education.— _ _
Respect as an officet
oull also like the protes-
sional opportunines in the
nearby Army ReSerVe Medical
lIfIla. You'll be encouraged to
partkirisse in seniors, con-
fesenoetand =ginning
weekend a month and two
Y'
Training is normally one
weeks annually. And it If-
terent than anything you'se
ever clone before. Talk to an
AMT1 Nurse Reauger. Call US
nik now at
old par) 77 5-2 194
SFC Ann Moore
Nurse Recruiter
I I I I  111,011CM IL .
have in me," Gooden said. "And it's
just up to me to show them that they
made the right choice. And I realty ap-
preciate the way they have been helping
me on and off the field."
Gooden made S1.4 million last season
after losing in arbitration, Arbitrator
Richard Bloch rejected Gooden's re-
ADOPTION
Pregnant and COnSideitris aduptiuti? Our
happy family woukl low to haw a new baby
ion us EXpefeleS paid For more inform&
bon, call our attorney Lolled
(408) 288-7100 A149 Any maniac
adoption MUM be done el compliance with
Maine laws Tale 22. Chapser 1153
0
ADOt7flO If not ready for parenthocd we
can sive your baby a losing secure Maine
home Call collect 1-789-5140
Any interstate adopt= must be done in
mrnpliance with Marne laws Title 22
Chapel 1153
FREE LEGAL SERVICE
Have you had a problem with car repairs?
Student Legal Sersices can hdp you S1S/a
prolusion' law cake provides free legal
advice b undagrads Memorial Union
2nd floor
FOR SALE
1982 Honda Gvx. $I300 or be ofierShe s
a wicked good car! Call E27 3867 ask for
Dave.
PM Floyd CD's Good condom awl!:
CALL 866-7497
quest for 51.65 million which would
have been a raise of $150.600.
He can make an additional 5290,000
in bonuses during each year of the new
contract. He would get $100,000 for
winning the Cy Young Award and
550,000 for finishing second through
fifth. Any Cy Young bonus would be
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
STUDENT NEEDED to act as Secritary ior
the General Student Senate. Tha Lsa paid
position. Tuesday Nights. 6pm - 9pn. and
possibly 1-2 hours in the rest of the vnieic
Gond neap ialorp„ thy a CALL: 1175
or saop by the Student Gov't Ace. 3rd Acre
Memorial Union.
20 smiling voices needed kit pleasant
telephone work m Bangor office Must dress
neatly. speak dearly. and be enthusiast"-
Twining and weekend openings avadabie im-
mediately. $5.00 an hour plus daily bonus
aid incentive rian Apply in person KAM
VILLAGE Bangor office 27 State St
MAC PROGRAMMER neeried kit CD-ROM
game port from Alan ST 942 7374
LOST & FOUND
FOUND' I par wire rnaried laws. lost out
wde knneas Ni parking lot Victory apnunal.
Contact Terry Strout 2308
LOST Man's nng, gold. sith imitation
red stone. REWARD. Here idurn d found
Was my grandhlher's ring. RB: 827-8663
PERSONAL HEALTH
PRODUCTS
Ain't nobody's business but your mini!
ancients personal hygiene needs by mad
Free price list Privacy allured
Wd Bang. Dept '.14. PO Box 9737,
New -Mien. Cl
PERSONAL
(coetiaaed trope page 13)
added to the base salary for each of the
remaining years of the contract.
He would get S100,000 if named the
Most Value:Me Player of the World
Series and S50,000 if named the MVP
of the playoffs. He would also get
$25,000 if selected for the All-Star team
and $15,000 if he wins a Gold Glove.
spRthml Rittswo
SPRING BREAK NassauiParaine isiarxi iron,
6299.00 Package includes: Roundtnp au,
Transfers. 7 nights hold, Beach parbes. Free
lunch. Crune. Free admagon to nightclubs.
Taxes and more!!! Cancun packages also
available!! Orgaruae gnall group. earn free
trip1 1-800-231-0113 or (2)3) 967-3330
WAKE-N-BAKE in beautiful Nit Jamaica.
Unbebevabie spring tweak packages gating
at 6439 Call Sim Splash Tours at•
1-800-426-7710
SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Munick's fudge
- Martha's Vineyard. Mass_ Sales derks
and assistant candy makers,
Wrile Murdicks Fudge,
5377 Londonderry S.E.
Grand Rapids. MI. 49508
VALENTINE'S DAY
FLOWERS AGAIN? Are you bred of paying
ouiralpous prim kit lowers at Varmint's
Day? CAMPUS GREETERS CAN KIP
special Valentine's Day bacons and cakes
at reasonable pnoes. Gil: 942-3814
Betistal 6pm- 10pm weekly.
DO YOU WANT TO SEND A BALLOON
TO YOUR SWEETIE? Cgcle K will be
debvertng red heart balkions to anywhen,
campus. Tuesday Feb 14th. Send one to
somebody that you car' about this Vale:rime's
Day. 4-6 p.m. Thurs. & Fn. in the York.
Hilltop, and Wells Ccerencens
.Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone-you know!
di\ Only .50 cents per line tr -
A At The Daily Maine Campus. in the basement of Lord Hall.
X 
Personals will be pnnted in Tuesday's issue of The Daily Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals is Monday. Feb. 13 at I p.m.
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Mullen shows Gretzky, Lemieux he belongs
- EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) — In an
NHL. All-Star Game featuring the likes
of Wayne Gretzky and Mario LemieusL,_
Joe Mullen showed he belongs among
the stars.
In fact, in some respects he outshone
them.
"Joe definitely deserved considera-
tion," said Walt Poddubny, talking
about the Most vaiusaqe Player Award.
Podaubny had just watched the
'Calgary forward score two goals, in
eluding the game-winner,_ mad add is!
assist as the Campbell Conference-bat
his Wales Conference Tuesday night 9-5
in the 40th NHL Ali-Star (lame.
Mullen, a New York City product
who learned Ids hockey on roller skates,
was one of two brothers in the game.
Brian Mullen of the New York Rangers
BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Education for ministry
Why leave liaise CautimiejOur educa-
tion at Bangor. M.T3., id.Div. Degrees
Wntc Director of Admissions
Bangor Theological Seminary
300 Union Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Tel. (207)942 6781
•
9
• --sz . • Cs-
 „I
played for the Wales Conference.
Brian was just M much in awe of Ids
brother's performance as sayous-lie.
"He PlaYisd great," said Brian,-sibii
found himself facing his brother on the
Northlands Coliseum ice a good deal of
the time. "Two goals and an assist is a
great accomplishment."
It's even greater in an All-Star game
when you do it against the league's best.
"I was pretty excited," Joe Mullen
said. "Just being in a ro.,--m with all
those great hockey players made me a
bit nervous."
Although (3ret7ky got the MVP
Got a problem?
Have a gripe?
Write a letter to
The Daily
Maint-Campus,
- Suite 7A
Lord Hall.
Award with # goal and two assists,
• Mullen was a tremendous factor in the
Campbell's r ibe All4txt
aeries. The victorY WM only the third for
the conference in 13 games since the pre-
sent format went into effect in 1975.
He had a goal in each of the second
and third periods and assisted on
Messier's goal late in the final period to
cap the scoring.
Mullen said he may have had a third
s.:orehad he riot been so extsausted at the
end. He had a shot on net but goaltender
Reggie Lemelin stopped him.
P v en nretiky aliaaoate.ri that perbapa
Mullen should have 'gotten the MVP
Award.
"Maybe I got a few votes because of
the crowd," Gretzky said. Gretzky, of
course, had the crowd behind him. A
darling of the Edmonton fans for 10
years before his trade to the Los Angeles
Kingarover the summer, he had Oiler
fans cheering for him from the start.
But at the end, it was Mullen who
cliachost it :__ 1st Campbe I I
Confereaae.
1 2:1 0 NOON (15 Milki.)
DnummuNb Ctiapel - UNION
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Tell All
in
The Daily Maine Camp
Response section.
but don't forget
to bring in your I.D. with your letter.
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*Recruits
pound quarterback tatana, Fla.
He s% as a heavily
-recruited player from
Cardinal Newman High School in West
Palm Beach.  , 
Pourby,
pound offensive guard from Vestal, -
N.Y.
TWIN Pennett, a 6-foot 1-inch, 230
*Abrams
pound linebacker from MiSMISSUSS.
Ontario, He was an All-Star in the
Metro-Toronto area.
lanai Murph, a 6-foot. 190 pound
running back from Staten Island, N.Y.
Kerry Koch, a 6-foot 1-inch, 230
pound fullback from Wyomissing,
Penn.
(continued from page IQ
Thomas Lusty, a 6-foot 1-inch, 255
pound offensive lineman from Bernard-
sville, N.J.
wanted to go some place where I
could be competitive in the swimming
program and where there' was a good
engineering program," Ab.rems said.
After talking to Wren she decided
t 'Maine was the place for her.
"At some places I looked at, the
aches said my times were really fast
ompared to the team and, other places
their times would have blown me out of
the water." Abrams said.
Hut she said her times were cow
prtiti‘e with UMaine's.
If there, is anyone who can be credited
with getting Abrams interested in swim-
ming, tt I3-her brother.
He started when he was 9-years-old
and has just completed.", auccessful
swimming career at the University of
New Mexico.
"Since my brother swam, I had to
swim too," Abrams said. "I said,
'Mom when can I start?" She started
at age six, the year after her brother
began.
With the New England Champion-
Lichtenberg said -*----expects more
recruits to sign letters of intent sometime
in the next few weeks.
troadisued from page 13)
ships coming up in less than two weeks
Abrams is optimistic.
"I'm looking forward to some time
drops at the championships," Abrams
said.
"I just feel so much stronger in the
water right now." She said she thinks
her conditioning may be better because
the college season is longer than in high
school.
Wren said of Alkarns potential, " It ' s
hard to say Ms= the limit is on her."
Lin M YOUR MOST
WI.LUABLE POSSESSION.
PASS IT ON.
Of all the riches you could
1...-avr. to -y-our fir1iIy, the
most precious is the gift of
life Your bc-quest to the
American Hcan Association
assures that pnceless legacy
by supporung research into
heart disease perventkm
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAMES SUMMER. -
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you II learn
what it takes to succeed— in college and in life.
Youll build self-confidence and develop your—
leaderslup potential. Plus you cart  qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge It may be
just what you need to reach the top.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
find out what's in it k 1 I JUL ,Youll be AMAZED! Call Lieutenant
Greg Bucthin at 581-1126 Cl  stop by Room 114 in the Field House.
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Olga pur owes 4(pot
Belkore
@ Bell Communications Research
We're the central research
Grid technology source k.-)r
the Bell operating compa-
nies. Our areas of inspired
research cover software
development, applied
research, network information
systems, systems engineering,
network planning services
and equipment assessment.
We have opportunities in our
northern and central New
Jersey iacilitles*Dr individuals
with BS, MS and PhD degrees
in Computer or Electrical
Engineering or Computer
Science who can help us
provide superior technology,
.;'41t1Ci implement strategies ,that
will allow the Bell operating-
 
-companies to- deliver  
advanced systems to their
customers. We're also looking
for creative talent with PhD
degrees in Mathematics,
Statistics, Operations
Research, Physics or human
Factors Engineering
Working in the future is__Me
place to be—if you would
like to join us,
Sign up at the
Career Planning &
Placement Office to
meet our recruiters
on campus
February 16
Alternatively, send your
resume detailing your
education and experience
to: Manager, Technical
Employment, Bellcore,
' Department 127/5438/89,
4B-130, CN 1300, Piscataway,
NJ 08854. An equal
opportunity employer.
'No k
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